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QUESTION 1
The Redundant Power Supply 15 (RPS15) will provide protection against which failure
scenario?
A. regional power surges and sags
B. rolling blackouts
C. power loss to the entire building
D. failure of the primary AC power supply on the switch
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
Certkiller .com is selecting a core switch that needs to provide High Availability. It must
also provide for Layer 2 switch redundancy via SMLT and for Layer 3 redundancy via
RSMLT. Which Ethernet Routing Switch will meet these requirements?
A. 8300
B. 5600
C. 8600
D. 1600
Answer: C
QUESTION 3
A technical training institute has a main office and three branch offices located within a
campus environment. The main office uses an Ethernet Routing Switch 8600, and each
branch office has an Ethernet Routing Switch 1648T that connects to the main office
Ethernet Routing Switch 8600 using Gigabit Ethernet links. OSPF has been implemented
as the institute's inter-office routing protocol. They need to share a common connection
to the Internet from the main office, using the Ethernet Routing Switch 8600. Which
routing method should you recommend for the connection between the Ethernet Routing
Switch 8600 and the Internet?
A. OSPF
B. default routing
C. BGP-4
D. RIP v2
Answer: B
QUESTION 4
A network engineer is working with Certkiller .com to increase the security provided on
their network. They are concerned about unauthorized administrative access to their
Ethernet Switch 470 switches, and have decided to use the "Telnet/SNMP/Web Access
Configuration" from the CI menus. Which security does this allow the customer to
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implement for administrative access?
A. It allows access to be limited by source IP address.
B. It allows 802.1X (EAPOL)-based security to be implemented.
C. It allows RADIUS-based security to be implemented.
D. It allows access to be limited by source MAC address.
Answer: A
QUESTION 5
A large customer is upgrading the company data infrastructure and has the following
requirements:
system redundancy
dynamic routing (RIP version 2 and OSPF)
support for 17 Gigabit Ethernet uplink connections
Network Equipment Building System (NEBS) Level 3 compliance
current support for 110 10/100 Ethernet stations with an estimated future support for 140
10/100/1000 Ethernet stations
Which Ethernet Routing Switch product solution should you recommend?
A. Ethernet Routing Switch 8600 with 8610co chassis layout
B. Ethernet Routing Switch 5510-48T stack
C. Ethernet Routing Switch 8300 with 8310 chassis layout
D. Ethernet Routing Switch 8600 with 8610 chassis layout
Answer: A
QUESTION 6
A large pharmaceutical company called Alpha has offices located throughout the
southern region of the country. Alpha recently bought two smaller pharmaceutical
companies called Beta and Gamma, each company with its own address space and
backbone area. The offices for Beta and Gamma are located in the northern region of the
country.
Alpha's corporate WAN is comprised of 36 Ethernet Routing Switch 8600s, and uses
OSPF as its routing protocol. It has an Autonomous System (AS) number of 266. Beta's
corporate WAN is comprised of 18 Ethernet Routing Switch 8600s, uses OSPF as its
routing protocol, and has an AS number of 458. Gamma's corporate WAN is comprised
of 15 Ethernet Routing Switch 8600s, uses OSPF as its routing protocol, and has an AS
number of 323. Company Alpha needs the ability to have all three networks
communicating with each other.
Which routing method should you recommend on inter-company links that would allow
communication among the three companies' networks?
A. Use static routing on inter-company links.
B. Use OSPF on inter-company links and assign the links to Area 0.0.0.0.
C. Use OSPF on inter-company links and assign the links to a new Area.
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